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Chapterr 4 

Thee Influence of Europe's Single 
Markett on Monetary Policy 

Summary y 

Thiss chapter studies the implications of Europe's single market. Small costs 
off  international trade in goods and services may cause a large home bias in 
consumerr spending and can explain seemingly excessive short-run exchange 
ratee volatility. The European single market (declining costs of international 
trade)) wil l reduce the home bias in consumption. As a result, monetary 
policyy becomes less effective in terms of stabilising consumption, but better 
ablee to influence the general price level. 

4.11 Introduction 

Marketss for goods and services in the European Union are becoming more and more 

integrated.. This is the result of a variety of developments. In particular, border controls 

havee been abolished, markets are being liberalised, public procurement has been opened 

too foreign firms and technical standards are being harmonised. Moreover, the internet 

makess it easier and cheaper to order goods and services from abroad. Head and Mayer 

(2000)) provide empirical evidence that the bias towards buying domestically-produced 

productss has been on a downward trend since the 1970s. 

Inn spite of the trend towards more integration, markets for the same products continue 

too be segmented. This can be illustrated by the home bias in consumer spending. The 

aforementionedd study by Head and Mayer finds that, in the period 1993-95, Europeans 

purchasedd twelve times more from domestic producers than from equally-distant (in a 

geographicc sense) foreign producers. 
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90 0 Chapterr 4. The Influence of Europe's Single Market. 

Thee costs of cross-border transactions are still larger than for transactions concluded 

betweenn parties within the same country. These extra costs may arise from informa-

tionn costs, or from other implicit trade barriers. The importance of information costs 

wass first highlighted by Stigler (1961) and has been explored further by Salop (1977), 

Besterr and Petrakis (1995) and others. Examples are the costs of finding out the quality 

off  foreign goods and foreign counterparties, costs related to differences in distribution 

channels,, costs of cross-border advertisements, etc. Prices are more transparent to buy-

erss from the same country: consumers have better access to domestic price information, 

sincee newspapers, magazines and tv programmes are distributed largely within national 

borders.. Other implicit trade barriers include different product standards and national 

regulationss which require firms to comply with specific rules in order to enter another 

nationall  market. In Europe, several steps have been taken to reduce the costs involved 

inn cross-border transactions, but many obstacles remain.1 

Thiss chapter studies the consequences of the remaining barriers to cross-border com-

petition.. This may shed some light on the implications of Europe's single market for the 

homee bias in consumption and for the effectiveness of the ECB's monetary policy. The 

analysiss is conducted in the context of the Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) framework, which 

allowss for imperfect competition and nominal rigidities (in casu: short-run wage sticki-

ness).. I explicitly incorporate 'transportation costs' for trade between two countries into 

thee model. "Transportation costs' is a catch-all term: it can be interpreted as any kind 

off  barrier to trade. Hence, the terms transportation costs and trade costs wil l be used 

interchangeablyy in this paper. The introduction of costs for international trade implies 

thatt the model deviates from the standard Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) model. First, the 

laww of one price need not hold. Second, trade costs lead to an endogenous home bias in 

consumerr spending. 

II  obtain the following results. First, small trade costs may lead to a substantial home 

biass in consumer spending. I wil l show numerically that the large decline in the home 

biass for European countries since the late 1970s found in the literature is consistent with 

aa relatively small reduction in trade costs. The policy implication is the existence of a 

windoww of opportunities for the completion of the European Union's Single Market, 

Second,, the large short-run exchange rate volatility that we observe in practice can 

bee explained by the presence of international trade costs in the goods market. The 

intuitionn is as follows. In the presence of wage stickiness and a constant mark-up (as 

inn the current paper), the short-run relative price level can only adjust if the exchange 

Seee OECD (1997) for examples of regulatory reforms co-ordinated across borders, which have re-
ducedd the costs of international transactions. See ECB (2001, Table 2) for an overview of remaining 
obstacless to trade in the internal market. 
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ratee changes. Positive costs of international trade lead to a home bias in spending, 

soo only a limited share of goods is affected by exchange-rate movements. As a result, 

relativelyy large short-rim exchange rate movements may be required to attain short-run 

moneyy market equilibrium. I wil l show numerically that when the costs associated with 

internationall  trade are substantial, short-run exchange rate movements in response to 

monetaryy shocks can become extremely large. By reducing the costs involved in cross-

borderr transactions, the Single Market initiative is likely to contribute to exchange rate 

stabilityy between the euro area and the other EU member states. 

Third,, the Single Market initiative may have important consequences for the trans-

missionn of ECB monetary policy. More specifically, in an environment of declining costs 

off  international trade, monetary policy becomes less powerful in terms of affecting con-

sumption,, but more effective in terms of influencing the general price level. The intuition 

iss as follows. Positive costs of international trade lead to a home bias in consumer spend-

ing.. This implies that a monetary expansion wil l lead to a larger surplus on the short-run 

currentt account, so that a larger accumulation of net foreign assets takes place, facilitat-

ingg a larger long-run consumption differential. Intertemporal consumption smoothing 

ensuress that the short-run consumption differential is also larger. Moreover, a smaller 

sharee of the resulting consumption increase 'leaks' to other countries, re-inforcing the 

increasee in the terms of trade, thus enhancing further the transmission from money to 

consumption.. It follows that a decline in the costs of international trade reduces the 

effectivenesss of monetary policy with respect to consumption. The effectiveness of mon-

etaryy policy with respect to the general price level is the flip-side of its effectiveness 

withh respect to consumption (this follows from the long-run equilibrium conditions in 

thee money market). Therefore, a decline in the costs of international trade enhances the 

effectivenesss of monetary policy with respect to the general price level. 

Thiss chapter is related to several earlier papers in the literature. One is Warnock 

(1999),, who incorporates a home bias in Obstfeld and Rogoffs model. He imposes 

ann exogenous home bias in preferences: consumers derive more utilit y from consuming 

domestically-producedd goods than from foreign-produced goods.2 By contrast, there is 

noo home bias in preferences in this chapter: the home bias is endogenous and is caused 

byy the interplay of costs of international trade and imperfect competition (a finite price-

elasticityy of demand). A second paper in this field is Hau (2000), who introduces a home 

biass in spending by adding non-tradable goods to the model. By contrast, there are only 

tradablee goods in the model in this chapter. 

2Scee Nevcn, Norman and Thisse (1991) for an earlier, and more extensive modeling of consumer 

attitudee towards foreign products. 
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Anotherr paper which is related to the current chapter is Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000). 

Theyy focus on the cost of international trade and its possible implications for several 

empiricall  puzzles in international macroeconomics, including the home bias in consumer 

spending.. Their paper studies a number of special cases for a small country, without 

developingg and solving a fully-fledged model, as this paper does. Their two-goods model 

leadss to a remarkable discontinuity in prices. This is caused by their assumption that 

thee home country is a small open economy, which may either import or export the good 

thatt it is endowed with. Since the world price of the home good is supposed to be given, 

thee presence of trade costs implies that the home price of this good is below the price on 

thee world market when the home country is a net exporter, whereas it is above the world 

markett price when the home country is a net importer. As a result, there is a discrete 

jumpp in prices at the point where the home country changes from a net importer to a 

nett exporter. My results, derived in the context of a model with two large countries and 

aa continuum of goods, do not suffer from this peculiarity. 

Thee remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 presents the basic 

modell  and derives the equilibrium conditions assuming optimal behaviour by households 

andd firms. In section 4.3, a steady state solution and a log-linearised version of the model 

aree presented. Section 4.4 analyses the dynamics. Section 4.5 discusses money shocks. 

Sectionn 4.6 concludes this chapter. 

4.22 The model 

4.2.11 Market structure and preferences 

Thee world consists of two countries. Home and Foreign, which are completely symmetric. 

Bothh countries are inhabited by a continuum of consumer-producers. Producers in the 

homee country are indexed by z e , producers in the foreign country are indexed by 

zz E ( |, 1]. Each of them produces a single differentiated good. 

Householdd preferences are defined over an intertemporal utilit y function which in-

cludess a consumption index, real money balances and work effort: 

U,U, = £/J«[logC. + x l o j A - \L% (4.!, 
s=ts=t s 

wheree U is the lifetime utilit y of a representative household in the home country, C is 

reall  composite consumption index, M is the amount of nominal money balances held by 

thee representative household,3 P is a consumption-based price deflator, L is the amount 
3Thee moncy-in-the-utility function approach can be rationalised by arguing that real money balances 
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off  labour used in production, (3 is the discount factor, x is a parameter which captures 

thee benefit from holding real money balances and K captures the disutility from work 

effort.. Finally, s and t denote the moment in time. Time subscripts wil l be suppressed 

wheneverr possible.4 

Al ll  goods are tradable and sold in the world market. The elasticity of substitution 

betweenn goods (whether produced at Home or in Foreign) is 9. The Home consumption 

indexx of the composite good is denned by 

CC = 
ff 11 9-1 

// [c{z)\-r 
Jo Jo 

-If " " 

«fee , ^ 

(4.3) ) 

andd the Foreign consumption index of the composite good is defined by 

C*=C*=  \ \c*(z)]^dz 

Thee parameter 9 is assumed to be larger than one.5 In the remainder of this paper, 

Foreignn variables are denoted with an asterisk (*) and a different indexation of producers 

(z(z = ƒ for Foreign and z = h for Home). Apart from that, the mathematical expressions 

forr Foreign variables are identical to those found for the Home country, unless explicitly 

statedd otherwise. 

Thee consumption-based price index (defined as the minimum nominal amount of 

moneyy needed to purchase one unit of composite real consumption. C) is: 

PP = f f 
Jo Jo 

[p(z)]11 edz (4.4) ) 

wheree p(z) is the money price of good z. 

Ass mentioned before, this paper allows for cross-border trade costs. The presence of 

cross-borderr trade costs implies the possibility that the same good sells for a different 

pricee in both countries, i.e. the law of one price may not hold. The exact relationships 

betweenn prices for individual goods wil l follow from profit maximisation by firms. 

Theree is a single financial asset, an internationally traded riskless real bond denomi-

natedd in the composite consumption good. There is no capital in the model, hence firms' 

profitss consist entirely of monopoly rents. Firms are entirely domestically owned and 

alloww agents to save time in conducting transactions [Warnock (1999)]. 
4Notee that work effort enters the utility function with a negative sign, reflecting the household's 

preferencee for leisure. 
5Sincee the marginal revenue of an additional unit of output is negative when the elasticity of demand 

iss less than one, 6 > 1 is required for a positive level of output in equilibrium. 
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profitss are immediately handed back to the owners (households). Labour is immobile 

betweenn countries, so that labour income remains in the own economy. The period bud-

gett constraint (in nominal terms) for a representative household of Home can then be 

writtenn as 

PPttFFtt + Mt = P t ( l + r , _ , ) F t _ 1 + ^ _ 1 + 

+W+WttLLtt + II , - PtCt - PtTt, (4.5) 

wheree Ff is the stock of bonds held by the representative household on date t. rf_2 

iss the real interest rate on bonds between t - 1 and t. Wt is the nominal wage rate, 

II ,, is its firm's profits and Tt is a lump-sum tax or transfer. Interest rates and taxes 

aree denominated in terms of the composite good. The constraint (4.5) states that the 

householdss holdings of cash and bonds must be equal to the previous period's cash and 

bondd holdings, increased by the income from its labour and the ownership of its firm 

andd bonds, and reduced by spending on consumption and tax payments. 

II  assume that the government budget is balanced at all times. Moreover. I assume 
thatt there is no government spending. Al l seigniorage revenues are redistributed in the 
formm of transfers 

MMtt - M - i 
° ~ T t ++  Pt ' (4-6) 

Further,, the nominal interest rate it is given by 

l + i ,, = . ( 4.7} 

4.2.22 Maximisation of household utilit y 

Thee household 's maximisation problem is not directly affected by international trade 

costs.. The household's maximisation problem can be separated into an intratemporal 

andd an intertemporal problem. I solve the intratemporal problem first, 

Individuall  Home consumption of good z is given by [see Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996, 
p.. 664) for a derivation]: 

~P~)~P~) C- (4-8) 

Thee demand for good z is decreasing in its relative price, with a price elasticity of 9. 

Havingg solved the household's intra-temporal maximisation problem, I turn to the 

intertemporall  optimisation problem. The representative household maximises life-time 
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utilit yy (4.1), subject to the period budget constraint (4.5) which must be satisfied in 

everyy single period. The first-order conditions are (see Appendix A for the derivation): 

a +ii  = 0{l + rt)Ct, (4-9) 

MiMi  = xcJl  (4-10) 
PtPt ~~"V Ü 

__  (4.H) 

KPtCt KPtCt 

Equationn (4.9) is the standard Euler equation. It indicates how the total consumption 

off  goods is spread over time. This equation follows from the condition that the marginal 

utilit yy from consuming an additional unit of the composite consumption good in period t 

bee equal to the discounted marginal utilit y from saving the resources for one more period 

(earningg a real interest rate of rt) and consuming them in period t + 1. The money 

demandd equation (4.10) follows from the condition that the marginal utilit y derived 

fromm consumption in period t be equal to the marginal utilit y derived from holding cash 

balancess during that period and spending the resulting cash balances on consumption 

inn period t + 1. The labour supply equation (4.11) is the result of the condition that the 

marginall  utilit y from consuming the additional labour income be equal to the marginal 

disutilityy of the required work effort. 

4.2.33 Maximisation of firm profits 

Goodss markets are imperfectly competitive. This follows from the fact that the sub-

stitutabilityy between different varieties of the single differentiated good in this model is 

finit ee (6 < oc). Imperfect competition is an important ingredient of the model. First, it 

permitss the explicit analysis of pricing decisions. Second, equilibrium prices set above 

marginall  cost rationalise demand-determined output in the short run, since firms gain 

fromm a marginal expansion of the output level. Third, imperfect competition implies 

thatt equilibrium output falls below the social optimum. See, for example, Lane (2001). 

Thee representative home-country firm 2 is a monopolist in the production of a good 

z.z. The firm uses only one input: labour. Labour is homogeneous. The production 

processs exhibits constant returns to scale 

y{z)y{z) = al{z), ( 4 1 2) 

wheree a is labour productivity and y{z) is output of good z. 

Thee costs of international trade take the form of a 'melting loss': only a fraction 
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11 - v of all exported goods reaches its destination.67 I assume 0 < r < 1, i.e. a strictly 

positivee fraction of exports 1 - r reaches its destination and a non-negative fraction r 

failss to reach its destination. The goods markets clearing condition, which I wil l use to 

solvee the firms' optimisation problem below, takes into account this 'melting loss":8 

y(z)=c(z)y(z)=c(z) + T^-c*(z). ( 4 - 1 3) 

Thee labour market is assumed to be competitive.9 I assume that labour is immobile 

internationally,, but fully mobile within national borders. It follows directly that, in 

equilibrium,, there wil l be a single wage rate W (IT'* ) in each country. I assume that 

firmss can price-discriminate between countries. 

Firmm profits are 

U(=)U(=)  = p(z)c(z) + Xp*(z)c*(z) - Wl(z), (4.1 4) 

wheree X is the nominal exchange rate, i.e. the price of one unit of Foreign currency 
expressedd in the Home currency. The two currencies are in a floating exchange rate 
regime. . 

Thee representative Home firm z chooses p(z) and p*(z) in order to maximise profits 

(4.14),, subject to the demand function (4.8) and its Foreign counterpart, the production 

functionn (4.12) and clearing of goods markets (4.13). I assume that the firm takes Home 

andd Foreign aggregate demand C and C* as given. International trade costs enter the 

profitt function implicitly : observe that 'melted' exports cause production costs, but do 

°Thiss is a standard way of modelling in the literature, also known as 'iceberg transportation costs'. 
See.. for instance, Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000). 

'Underr alternative specifications (e.g. firms pay an import tariff to the government of the foreign 
country,, or exporting firms need to hire additional workers for ensuring compliance with foreign product 
rules),, I obtain very similar results. However, these specifications require adjustments to the expressions 
forr the household budget constraint and the current account equation, which make the resulting solution 
moree complicated. 

8Thee melting loss for Home-produced good z is a fraction r of Home exports of good z. i.e.: ml(z) = 

T[y(z)-c(z)},T[y(z)-c(z)}, Foreign imports are a fraction 1-r of Home exports: c*{z) = (l-T)[y(z)-c{z)}. Therefore, 

thee melting loss for the Home-produced good must be a fraction ^ of Foreign imports: ml{z) = 

Y^c*(z).Y^c*(z). The goods market clearing condition for Home-produced good z is y(z) = c(z) + c*{z) + ml(z), 

whichh can be simplified to equation (4.13) in the main text. 

"Thee assumption of competitive labour markets implies that firms and workers take the wage rate 

ass given when making decisions on goods production (labour demand) and labour supply respectively. 

Thiss assumption simplifies the computations, but is inessential for the purpose of this paper. 
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nott generate revenues.10 The first-order conditions are (see Appendix B for derivation): 

Thesee equations represent the optimal pricing rules for the representative Home firm 

(i.e.. for z € [0, ) under monopolistic competition. The prices in equations (4.15)-(4.16) 

aree expressed in local currency, i.e. p*(z) is in Foreign currency. Firms set the Home 

pricee equal to unit labour costs plus a mark-up of ̂ . They set the Foreign price equal 

too the Foreign currency equivalent of the Home product price multiplied by y1^. As the 

goodss market moves towards full competition (0 — 00) profit margins tend to zero. 

Similarly,, the optimal pricing rules for the Foreign firm (i.e. for z € (5,1]) are 

.. . .W 
p*(z) p*(z) 

p{z)p{z) = 

e-ije-ij a 
XX ( 0 \ w 

(4.17) ) 

(4.18) ) 
T - T )) \B-IJ a 

Itt follows directly from the optimal pricing rules (4.15)-(4.18) that 

11 r ! i 

Xp*(z)Xp*(z) = Y^P^' f o r z 6[ ° - 2 ^ 
(4.19) ) 

p(z)p(z) = -^—Xp*(z).ïovze(l-,l\. (4-20) 
1 1 

Itt is optimal for firms to price-discriminate between markets. Optimal price setting 

impliess that firms fully pass on the costs of international trade to consumers abroad. 

Thus,, the law of one price does not hold.11 

10Whenn melting losses occur, one needs to distinguish carefully between firm output and firm income. 

However,, it turns out that, under optimal price setting, both are equal in the model in this paper. Output 

y(z)y(z) must satisfy the production function (4.12) and the goods market clearing condition (4.13). Income 

y(z)y(z) is defined by p(z)y(z) = Wl(z) + Tl(z) = p(z)c(z) + Xp*{z)c*{z). Using equation (4.19), which 

followss directly from optimal price-setting, I find p(z)y(z) = p(z)c{z) + T̂p(z)c*{z). Dividing both 

sidess by p(z) and using equation (4.13) yields y(z) = y(z). Hence, I will be able to use the terms output 

andd income interchangeably. Strictly speaking, the former includes melted exports whereas the latter 

doess not, but (as will be seen further on in this subsection) optimal price setting guarantees that the 

higherr price received for exports precisely offsets the negative impact of the melting loss on income. 
111 The firm income per unit produced for the foreign market is the same as per unit produced for the 

domesticc market. In terms of firm revenue, the price charged abroad, which is a fraction r higher than 

file:///B-IJ
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Thee labour demand function follows directly from the production function (4.12): 

r(z)r(z)  = -y{ aaV[z)V[z)-- (4.2i; 

II  wil l assume the labour market to clear in equilibrium. The labour market clearing 
conditionn for the home country is: 

VV = Jo ld{Z)dZ- (4" 22) 
withh Ls as given by equation (4.11) and ld(z) given by equation (4.21). 

4.2.44 The home bias 

Combiningg the consumer demand equation (4.8) and its Foreign counterpart with the 

pricee relationships (4.19)^(4.20) and assuming symmetry between producers in the same 

countryy yields the expressions for Home consumption of Home-produced and Foreign-

producedd goods 

«""  (my-
Inn equilibrium, under international symmetry:12 

^U)-^U)-(l(l~~T)T) > L (4-23) 

Thus,, transportation costs and the price-elasticity of demand together determine the 

distributionn of consumer spending over domestically-produced and imported goods. Let 

66 be the share of income spent on domestically-produced goods:13 

y(h)y(h) c(h) + ^c(f) 1 + (1 - r ) ^ i " (4-24) 

thee price charged in the domestic market, precisely offsets the melting loss, which amounts to a fraction 
rr of the volume of exports. Only in the special case that these costs tend to zero (r -» 0), it becomes 
optimall  to sell goods for the same price in both countries and the law of one price is restored, as in 
Obstfeldd and Rogoff (1995). 

"Equationn (4.23) is derived using the two previous equations, equation (4.20) and international 

symmetry.. Under international symmetry, the prices of Home-produced and Foreign-produced goods 

onn the Home market are identical, after correcting for trade costs, i.e. p(h)/p(f) = (1 - T). 
I II It does not matter whether <S is defined in nominal or real terms. Note that Home income equals 

Homee output: Wl(h) + U(h) = p(h)c(h) + Xp*(h)c*(h) = p(h)y(h). Thus, the share of nominal income 

spentt on (the nominal value of) domestically-produced goods is 6 = p{h)c{h)/\p{h)y{h)\ = c(h)/y(h). 
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wheree I have used equations (4.13), (4.23) and international symmetry.14 

II  define the home bias p as the share of income spent on domestically-produced 

goodss in excess of the 'neutral' level, where the neutral level of spending on domestically-

producedd goods is the share of the Home country in world output. In the special case of 

twoo countries of equal size, the neutral spending ratio is equal to 1/2. Thus: 

Whenn markets are fully integrated (r = 0), both countries consume identical goods 

basketss (6 = \, so that 0 = 0). When markets are less than fully integrated (r > 0), 

theree is a bias towards spending on domestically-produced goods {6 > , so that 0 > 0), 

sincee firms charge a higher price to foreign customers and since consumers are sensitive 

too relative prices. Theoretically, when firms would charge a lower price abroad than in 

theirr home market, the home bias could actually be negative. 

Whenn the price-elasticity of demand is very low {9 -> 1), there is no home bias 

(lime-aa 0 = 0). The consumers' 'love for variety' is strong enough to overcome even high 

costss to international trade. By contrast, when the price-elasticity of demand is very high 

(00 _> oo), positive transportation costs (r > 0) imply that firms are unable to compete in 

foreignn markets. Consumers are very sensitive to prices, so they are unwilling to pay more 

forr the variety that foreign goods bring.15 They wil l spend all money on domestically-

producedd goods (the home bias attains its maximum value: l i m ö ^ / 3 = |) and no 

internationall  trade wil l take place. Even in less extreme cases, small transportation 

costss can cause a large home bias, as we wil l see below. 

Tablee 1 shows the sensitivity of the home bias with respect to the price-elasticity 

off  demand (0) and the costs of international trade (r). The literature provides some 

(implicit )) estimates for the price-elasticity of demand. Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) cite 

aa number of papers that have estimated product mark-ups. According to their survey, 

mostt authors find results that correspond to a price-elasticity of demand (0) in a range 

betweenn 3.5 and 6,16 but some find a price-elasticity as high as 20 for OECD countries. 

"Alternatively,, one could look at the share of domestically-produced goods in consumption, defined 

ass = c^ ) / [ c ( ^ y + c( / ) ] = i / [ i + (1 - Tf\. The difference between the share of domestically-produced 

goodss in consumption (-,) and the share of domestically-produced goods in income (or equivalent ly: 

output)) (6) is caused by the melting loss. The difference between the two will be quantitatively relevant 

onlyy when r is sufficiently large and 6 is not too large. I have chosen to focus on 6 in the main text, 

sincee this variable wil l help to simplify the notation in the loglinearation of the model later on in this 

CC 15When the degree of substitutability (0) increases, the product variety is lower. Therefore, the 

additionall  variety that foreign goods bring is also lower. 
""Thee markup equals 1/(0-1), so that 0 = 3.5 is associated with a markup of 40%, 9 = 6 corresponds 
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Thee literature also provides a basis to quantify trade costs (r). Smith and Venables 

(1988)) estimate the tariff-equivalent of intra-EC trade barriers to be between 23 and 

44%.. Verwaai and Cnossen (2000) conclude that the compliance costs of new VAT and 

statisticall  requirements alone have a lower bound of 5% of the value of intra-EU trade. 

Rosee and Van Wincoop (2001) find that the tariff-equivalent of not using the same 

currencyy is 26%. These findings in the literature explain the choice of the parameters in 

Tablee 1. 

Tabl ee 1: Transportat io n costs and home bias 

== 5 

== 10 

20 0 

tradee cost home bias trade share spending ratio 

11 I 1-6 c(h)/c(f) 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

3% % 

11% % 

30% % 

5% % 

21% % 

44% % 

11% % 

38% % 

50% % 

23% % 

49% % 

50% % 

47% % 

39% % 

20% % 

45% % 

29% % 

6% % 

39% % 

12% % 

0% % 

27% % 

1% % 

0% % 

1.2 2 

2.0 0 

8.0 0 

1.3 3 

3.1 1 

32.0 0 

1.7 7 

9.3 3 

>200 0 

2.8 8 

86.7 7 

>200 0 

too a markup of 20% and 9 = 20 is associated with a markup of 5%. 
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Tablee 1 illustrates that the higher the price-elasticity of demand and the higher the 

costss of international trade, the larger the home bias. Small trade costs can cause a large 

homee bias. For the average price-elasticity reported in the literature (0 = 5), a 20% cost 

iss sufficient to lead to a substantial home bias {(3 = 21%). In the case of 0 = 20, trade 

costss of just over five per cent are sufficient to generate a similar home bias. 

Thee quantitative results in Table 1 are relevant only for large economic areas.17 But 

evenn for regions like the euro area and the United States, the quantitative results from 

aa model with two countries of equal size can only give a very rough indication. 

Severall  recent papers focus on the ratio of consumer spending on home-produced 

andd imported goods, as defined by equation (4.23): the 'spending ratio'. The spending 

ratioss reported in the empirical literature vary greatly. McCallum (1995) finds that, 

afterr controlling for population size and distance, Canadian consumers are 22 times 

moree likely to buy from a Canadian producer than from a US producer.18 At the other 

endd of the spectrum, Wei (1996) reports a spending ratio of 2.5 for OECD countries, 

afterr controlling for economic size, distance between countries, geographic location and 

aa possible linguistic tie. Wolf (1997) examines whether the home bias is also present at 

thee sub-national level (i.e. whether it applies to trade between regions). He concludes 

affirmatively,, but also finds that the international home bias is larger (by a factor five) 

thann the intra-national home bias. A recent study by Head and Mayer (2000) puts the 

spendingg ratio for European countries at 12, down from 21 in the late 1970s. 

Thee home bias (ƒ?) has a one-to-one relationship with the share of foreign trade in 

nationall  output (1-6). The latter variable is observable from a country's national 

accounts.. For the euro area and the United States, the trade share amounts to 10-15% 

off  GDP. 
Whatt reduction in the costs of international trade is required to explain the substan-

17Inn this model, both countries account for half of world output, so that in the absence of trade costs 

(i.e.. when r = 0), the share of trade in national income is 50%. Small open economies, such as the 

Netherlandss and Belgium, account for only 1-2% of world output. Therefore, in the absence of trade 

costs,, the share of trade in national income should be 98-99% for these countries. Thus, the home bias 

causedd by the costs of international trade needs to be measured against another (higher) baseline value 

forr small countries. 
18Thee finding of segmented national markets is confirmed by Engel and Rogers (1996) who study 

pricee dispersion across the US-Canadian border, rather than the volume of trade. They find that the 

distancee between cities explains a significant amount of the variation in the prices of similar goods in 

differentt cities. But the variation of the price is much higher for two cities located in different countries 

thann for two equidistant cities in the same country, even after taking into account such factors as the 

influencee of the nominal exchange rate on the calculation of cross-border prices, the role of sticky prices 

andd the relative homogeneity of labour markets within countries. 
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tiall  decline in the home bias for European countries between the late 1970s and the late 

1990ss reported by Head and Mayer? If 0 = 5 (the average price-elasticity reported in 

thee literature) is believed to be realistic (it is probably even lower for luxury goods), 

thenn Head and Mayer's empirical finding that the spending ratio for European countries 

hass declined from twenty-one to twelve implies that the cost of international trade has 

declinedd from 45% to 40% of the value of the traded products. However, if we believe 

99 = 20 to be more realistic (as may be the case for commodities, like wheat), the implied 

declinee in the cost of international trade is from 14% to 12%. This suggests that a rela-

tivelyy small decline (of two to five percentage points) in trade costs would be sufficient to 

explainn the observed reduction in the home bias over a twenty-year period. But, again, 

onee should be careful not to overstress the validity of the exact numbers for real-world 

countries. . 

Twoo results emerge from the considerations above. First, for realistic values of the 

price-elasticityy parameter, small trade costs lead to a substantial home bias in interna-

tionall  trade. Thus, small trade costs are sufficient to explain the empirical finding that 

onlyy a relatively small part of income is spent on foreign-produced goods. Second, the 

substantiall  decline in the home bias for European countries since the late 1970s can be 

explainedd by a relatively small reduction in trade costs. The policy implication is the 

existencee of a window of opportunities for the completion of the Single Market, 

4.33 Loglinearising the model 

Thee model does not yield simple closed-form solutions for general paths of exogenous 

variables,, due to monopoly pricing and the endogeneity of output. Therefore, in order 

too study the dynamics, the model will be linearised around a symmetric steady state. 

Thee first step in this direction is deriving the solution for the initial symmetric steady 

state. . 

4.3.11 A symmetric steady state 

Inn a steady state, all exogenous variables are constant. Steady-state values wil l be 

representedd by overbars. It follows directly from (4.9) that real interest rate equality 

holdss across countries in the steady state. The steady state world real interest rate f is19 

- __ ! - / ? 
r " —  (4.25) 

equat ionn (4.25) is equivalent to fi = j ^ , .showing that 0 is the usual discount factor. 
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Fromm the household budget constraint (4.5), it follows that steady state consumption 

iss (see Appendix C for derivation): 

CC = fF + ^ Y, (4-26) 

wheree V9 is the output deflator and P is the consumption-based price index of goods in 

thee Home country. The output deflator is the aggregate of price of domestically-produced 

goods.. This measure is unaffected by trade costs. The consumption-based price index is 

affectedd not only by the output deflator P35, but also by import prices [which are related 

too the Foreign output deflator as in equation (4.20)]. 

Inn steady state, the current account must be balanced, but this is not necessarily 

thee case for the trade account.20 Equation (4.26) shows that the home country can run 

aa trade deficit in steady state (PC > P ' T ) ,2 1 but only if it owns interest-bearing net 

foreignn assets (F > 0).22 

Wee now have a system of 20 independent equations in 21 endogenous variables (see 

Appendixx D). Given that the model contains more endogenous variables than indepen-

dentt equations, there would be a multiplicity of solutions for the steady state. 

Followingg Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995), we impose the starting condition of zero net 

foreignn assets: 

F oo = 0, 
20Equationn (4.26) is the current account equation. It is derived by adding up the private budget 

constraintt (which follows from substituting the expression for firm profits into the household's budget 

constraint)) and the government's (balanced) budget constraint. Transportation costs do not affect the 

expressionn for the household budget constraint (4.5) and the government budget constraint (4.6), so this 

mustt also be true for the current account equation (4.26) (= the national budget constraint). However, 

transportationn costs do affect the value of several variables in these constraints. Transportation costs 

alsoo affect the change in the current account position (dF/C0) in response to exogenous shocks [see 

formulaa (4.50) below], 
211 The share of melted exports is not included in the trade balance, since the melted goods are not 

soldd to foreign residents and therefore do not generate income to domestic producers. Under optimal 

pricee setting, firm income is not affected by the size of the melting loss, since this is fully recovered by 

chargingg a higher price for the same product abroad. Therefore, as shown in footnote 10, firm income 

equalss firm output and both can be represented by a single variable Y. 
220ptimall  pricing by firms implies that export prices are equal to domestic producer prices multiplied 

byy a correction factor for trading costs (jh^P") and that import prices (Foreign export prices) are 

equall  to Foreign producer prices expressed in the Home currency multiplied by a correction factor for 

tradingg costs (ThfX{PpY) [see equations (4.19)-(4.20)]. The terms of trade equal export, prices divided 

byy import prices: PP/X(PP)*. The terms of trade are favourable if export prices exceed import prices. 

Thee costs of international trade do not affect the terms of trade, because of the assumption that these 

costss are equal for both countries. 
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whichh closes the model in the sense that the solution is now uniquely determined. 

Combiningg (4.11), (4.12), (4.15) yields 

YY00 = a 
1^)1^)  (4-27) 

CoCo = a(V)è{i[ l  + ( l - r , - ] } A . (4.28) ) 

Thee expression for output corresponds to the result, reported by Obstfeld and Rogoff 

(1995).. Steady state output increases as the economy moves towards more competition 

{9{9 T). In the absence of transportation costs (r = 0), output and consumption are equal 

inn the steady state (Y0 = C0). However, in general, steady state consumption wil l be 

smallerr than (or equal to) output, due to the presence of costs of international trade.23 

Thee shape of the money demand equation is unaffected by trade costs: 

M 00 x — 

7 ^^ = ( W ) C ° - (4-29) 

Usingg equation (4.26) and the starting condition of zero net foreign assets, it follows 
immediatelyy that: 

gg = ^ = { i [ l + ( l - r ) ' - ] } A < l . 

Duee to the presence of transportation costs, the consumption-based price index wil l 

bee higher than the production-based price index in equilibrium: P0 > ? J. An increase 

inn the costs of international trade affects the consumption-based price index (P0) via two 

channels.244 First, it has an upward impact on the price of imports (as costs are passed 

onn to the consumer). Second, an increase in trade costs enhances the home bias, thus 

reducingg the import weight in total consumption. Whereas higher priced imports push 

upp the consumption-based price index, the increase in the home bias has a moderating 

2JNotee that steady state output is not affected by the transportation costs. This is explained by the 

factt that higher transportation costs lead to lower Foreign import demand, but also lead to higher iceberg 

transportationn losses, which require shipments in excess of Foreign import demand. The lower Foreign 

importt demand is precisely offset by the higher excess shipments required. In terms of firm profits, 

lowerr Foreign import demand and higher export prices exactly offset each other. Thus, transportation 

costss are borne entirely by consumers. This feature greatly simplifies the algebra. 
24Thee level of the output deflator in the initial steady state (P^) is not affected (directly nor indirectly) 

byy the level of transportation costs. Therefore, the r a t i o ^ / P0 is affected by transportation costs only 
viavia their impact on the consumption-based price index P0. 
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impact.255 The first effect dominates. Thus, an increase in the costs of international trade 

unambiguouslyy leads to an increase in the general price level.26 The implication is that 

thee completion of the European Single Market (i.e. a reduction in trade costs) would 

leadd to a permanent decline in the general price level (and a temporarily lower inflation 

rate).27 7 

I tt is directly clear from equations (4.1), (4.12), (4.27), (4.28) and (4.29) that a reduc-

tionn in trade costs is welfare-enhancing in a steady state equilibrium: the equilibrium 

levelss of consumption and real money balances increase, whereas the equilibrium level 

off  work effort is unaffected. 

4.3.22 Logl inear isat ion 

Too allow for asymmetries between the two countries, it is helpful to log-linearise the 

modell  around the initial steady state. Define Zt = dZt/Z0, i.e. variables with a hat 

denotee percentage changes from the initial steady state. It wil l be assumed that the 

costss of international trade (r) are constant. 

Thee labour demand function (4.21) is the easiest one to linearise. Taking logs, taking 

totall  differentials and evaluating at the initial steady state yields that changes in labour 

demandd are proportional to changes in output 

LL = Y. (4-3°) 

Similarly,, it follows from the optimum pricing rule (4.15) that changes in the output 

pricee deflator are proportional to changes in the nominal wage 

pppp = w. (4-31) 

Thee linearised form of the first-order conditions of the households' intertemporal opti-

misationn problem [(4.9), (4.10), (4.11)] is 

C mm = {l-0)r t + Ct,  ̂ (4-32) 

MMtt-P-Ptt = Ct-P[r t + ?f^l (4-33) 

LL = W-P-C. (4-34) 
25Thee second effect explains the fact that for r -+ 1 (i.e. the product almost entirely 'melts' during 

transportion),, the consumption-based price index does not go to infinity, but asymptotically approaches 

P00 = (2)^/C 
26Neven.. Norman and Thisse (1991) obtain a similar result in a different model. 
27I tt is quite natural to model the completion of the internal market as a reduction in the cost of 

intra-EUU trade. See, for instance, Smith and Venables (1988). 
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Thee consumer price index is affected not only by the price of domestically-produced 

goods,, but also by the price of imported goods. From equations (4.4) and (4.20), it 

followss that 

/lï^wi--

== {lip") 1-'+ \i~(ppr\'-' 
wheree the second equality follows from symmetry among producers in the same country. 

Linearisationn of these equations yields the expressions for small percentage deviations 

off  consumer prices from the initial steady state 

pp = SPP + (1 - 6)[(Ppy + X], (4.35) 

withh 6 as defined in equation (4.24). The corresponding equation for the Foreign country 
is s 

P-P- = 6(PPr + (l-6)[Pp-X]. (4.36) 

Ann increase in the Home output price deflator leads to a less than proportional increase 

inn the Home and Foreign consumer price indices (CPIs). Due to the presence of the 

(endogenous)) home bias, an increase in the output price deflator has a larger impact 

onn the Home price level than on the Foreign price level. The effect of exchange-rate 

movementss on the CPIs depends on the trade costs: the larger the trade costs, the larger 

thee home bias in spending, thus the smaller the effect of a given change in the exchange 

ratee on the CPIs. 

Inn the absence of trade costs (r = 0 => 6 = | ), subtracting (4.36) from (4.35) yields 

thee familiar purchasing power parity (PPP) relationship. 

Linearisingg the expression for demand for individual goods (4.8), substituting the 

markett clearing condition (4.13) and aggregating over all goods yields 

YY = 6C + (l- 6)C* -e{Pp-6P-(l- 6)[P* + X}}. (4.37) 

Notee that trade costs enter the equations (4.35), (4.36) and (4.37) of the log-linear model 

viaa S (which positively depends on trade costs and on the price-elasticity of demand). 

4.44 Dynamics 

Thiss section studies the model's dynamics. Importantly, I assume that wages cannot 

adjustt in the short run, but are fully flexible in the long-run. I wil l first discuss the 
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long-runn steady state equilibrium,28 then the short-run equilibrium and finally the effect 

off  international wealth transfers, which play an important role in the model's dynamics. 

Thiss wil l provide some insight, before I turn to solving the model explicitly for money 

shockss in section 4.5. 

4.4.11 Comparing steady states 

Thee difference between national consumer price indices depends on the national output 

deflatorss and the exchange rate (see Appendix F for derivation): 

ffdd = (26 - l)(p})d + 2(1 - 6)t. (4-38) 

Inn the basic Obstfeld and Rogoff model, consumer spending is equally divided over 

Homee and Foreign output. The somewhat unrealistic result of this assumption is that 

thee difference between consumer price indices and the difference between national output 

deflatorss are uncorrected in their model (as can be seen by setting 6 = \ in the equation 

above).. Here, the difference between consumer price indices and the difference between 

nationall  output deflators are positively correlated (26 - 1 > 0), as one would expect.29 

Thee exchange rate has a positive, but less than proportionate (0 < 2(1 - 6) < 1) impact 

onn the CPI difference.30 

Thee difference between national outputs is as follows: 

ffdd = -4S(l - 6)B(P)d + 45(1 - 6)0f + (26 - 1)C*. (4-39) 

Thiss equation leads to the following observations. The first term on the right-hand side 

indicatess that relative output is declining in its own relative price: if the relative price 

off  Home output increases, lower demand for the Home product wil l induce lower Home 

28Recalll  that the initial steady state which is symmetric internationally. Long-run steady state 

changes,, however, can be asymmetric. 
29Forr all OECD countries for which data are available, the difference between the change in the 

nationall  GDP deflator and the change in the US GDP deflator is positively correlated to the difference 

betweenn the change in the national consumption deflator and the change in the US consumption deflator 

overr the 1961-2000 period. The (unweighted) average correlation coefficient is .84. This result appears 

robustt for the choice of the benchmark country (here: the United States). 
30Notee that the exchange rate is more than just a scaling factor in this model. The profit margin 

iss constant: see pricing formula (4.15). Therefore, short-run wage rigidities directly translate into 

short-runn output price rigidities. This implies there is a role for the exchange rate in facilitating the 

achievementt of an equilibrium. 
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output.. The existence of positive trade costs has a moderating impact on the own-price 

effectt [6 > \ implies 46(1 - 6)0 < 9]. The reason is that positive trade costs imply a 

homee bias in consumer spending (r > 0 =j> 6 > I ) , so that the general price level is 

moree strongly correlated with the price of domestic output.32 This limit s the real price 

increasee of Home output, which is the relevant price for consumer demand [see equation 

(4.8)].. Thejecond term on the right-hand side shows that an appreciation of the Foreign 

currencyy (X > 0) wil l stimulate Home output, by reducing the price of Home output 

forr Foreign consumers and raising the price of Foreign output for Home consumers. 

However,, positive trade costs reduce the impact of exchange rate movements [again: 

88 > \ implies 46(1 - 6)0 < $]. The intuition is that positive trade costs lead to a home 

biass in consumer spending, which means that a smaller share of consumption involves 

cross-borderr transactions (i.e. the transactions affected by exchange rate movements). 

Thee third term on the right-hand side in equation (4.39) is new. This term would not 

arisee when consumer spending were equally divided over home and foreign output (i.e. 

whenn 6=\). The presence of a home bias implies that most of an increase in consumer 

spendingg falls on the domestic economy. Therefore, a relative increase in Home consumer 

spendingg induces a larger positive impact on Home than on Foreign output. In the basic 

Obstfeldd and Rogoff model, the consumption differential and the output differential are 

uncorrelated.. Here, I obtain the more plausible result that there is a positive correlation 

betweenn both {26 - 1 > 0).33 

4.4.22 Short-run equilibrium 

Givenn a constant mark-up and constant labour productivity, the assumption of short-

runn nominal wage stickiness directly implies short-run stickiness of output prices [see 

equationn (4.15)]. However, the consumption price index also incorporates imported 

goods.. Therefore, it wil l change whenever the exchange rate changes (see Appendix 

31I nn the absence of trading costs (r = 0 => 6 = i ) , equation (4.39) reduces to F*  = -0(P>)d + 0%, 
ass in Obstfeld-RogofT (1995). Thus, an increase in the relative price of Home output will lead to a more 
thann proportional decline of Home output (the coefficient is 9 > 1). 

32Moree than half of the products sold in the Home market are produced in the Home country. There-

fore,, the weight of Home products in the Home CPI is more than one half. Note that, using equation 

(4.38),, equation (4.39) can be rewritten as: 7 = -6^)d + 2(1 - 8)0% + (26 - 1)0?* + (28 - l ) c^ 
33Forr all OECD countries for which data are available, the difference between national GDP growth 

andd US GDP growth is positively correlated to the difference between national consumption growth and 

USS consumption growth over the 1961-2000 period. The (unweighted) average correlation coefficient is 

.70.. This result appears robust for the choice of the benchmark country (here: the United States). 
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FF for the full short-run model): 

F dd = 2(1 - 6)X < X, (4-4°) 

wheree the inequality follows directly from 6 > . Thus, the presence of trade costs 

impliess that the exchange rate has a less than proportionate impact on the international 

CPII  difference.34 

Short-runn aggregate output is: 

YYdd = 46(1 - 6)9X + {26 - l)Cd. (4-41) 

Forr 6 = , this equation reduces to Yd = BX. In the more general form, the impact of the 

exchangee rate on the output differential is reduced by the home bias (since the home bias 

inn consumption reduces the relative importance of imported goods). This seems more 

realisticc than the finding from the basic Obstfeld and Rogoff model that exchange rate 

movementss have a strong impact on output differences. In the current model, the effect 

iss still somewhat strong, but less so than in the basic model. Moreover, the home bias 

introducess a positive feedback of the consumption differential on the output differential 

{26{26 - 1 > 0), which adds another element of realism to the model. 

4.4.33 International wealth transfers 

Internationall  wealth transfers play an essential role in the model's dynamics. In par-

ticular,, a temporary shock may affect the long-run equilibrium via its impact on the 

internationall  distribution of wealth. International wealth transfers are endogenously de-

terminedd in the short run. I wil l discuss the impact of wealth transfers on the long-run 

equilibriumm here, before solving the model explicitly for shocks to the money supply and 

thee ensuing wealth shifts in the next section. 

Thee model's symmetry admits a simple solution approach. I Erst solve for differences 

betweenn Home and Foreign variables and then for world aggregates. This approach also 

providess a better insight in the underlying intuition. 
Fromm the linearised versions of equation (4.26) and its Foreign counterpart: 

dddd = 2fS+fd+(p)d-fd. (4-42) 
Cn n 

34II  obtain a similar result in chapter 5 of this thesis. However, a crucial difference is that the less 

thann proportionate impact of the exchange rate on the general price level follows from the presence of 

non-tradablee goods in the model in chapter 5, whereas it follows from the existence of positive trade 

costss in the current chapter. 
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Iff  output were exogenous (i.e. when labour input were fixed), a wealth transfer 

equall  to 1% of steady state consumption to the Home country would lead to a steady-

statee international consumption differential of 2r%: Home country residents would raise 

consumptionn by r% and Foreign residents would reduce consumption by r%, where r 

iss the interest rate received on the wealth transfer. However, output, is endogenous in 

thiss model: the net wealth transfer leads Home residents to work less and enjoy more 

leisure.. Foreign country residents do the opposite, leading to the following (negative) 

internationall  output differential: 

yydd _ rdF 

Thee endogeneity of output causes the consumption differential between the Home and 
Foreignn country to be smaller than 2fdF1/C0. 

Thee home country long-run terms of trade, given by35 

TOT=(P)TOT=(P)dd-X-X = - 1^1. < A A A , 
KK ] ( i - W - i ) a + i ] c 0 ' (4'44) 

improvee when the Home country receives a transfer. This improvement is driven by the 

labour-leisuree decision. The Home country residents1 decision to work less reduces Home 

outputt and therefore has an upward effect on the terms of trade. In the absence of trade 

costss (r = 0 and hence 6 = , a wealth transfer of 1 percent of C0 would lead to a 

changee in the terms of trade by r/9%. For positive trade costs (r > 0 and hence 6 > , 

thee terms of trade improve by more than that. The intuition is that the additional 

Homee demand caused by a wealth transfer falls mainly on Home-produced goods, thus 

re-inforcingg the price increase of Home goods relative to the price of Foreign goods. 

Thee impact of the terms of trade on consumption is reduced by the presence of 
positivee trade costs:36 

^d ^d 

PY-PPY-P = 
2626 rdF 

2(6^1)6^-1^;2(6^1)6^-1^; = 2*1 " 6)T0T *  TOT' (4-45) 

wheree the inequality follows from r > 0 (which implies 6 > \). Intuitively, trade costs 
implyy that only a relatively small share of output is traded, so that terms of trade changes 

ll  that the terms of trade are given by PX/PM. Using the optimal pricing formulas, the terms 

off  trade can be rewritten as PX/PAI = pv  The terms of trade are favourable if export prices 

exceedd import prices. Thus, an increase of domestic output prices leads to an improvement in the terms 

off  trade. See footnote 22. 

J^RecaU^fromm equation (4.42) that the international consumption differential C*  is a function of 

(PVV  - f . 
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havee a relatively small impact on overall consumption. However, this reduction in the 

termss of trade impact on consumption is dominated by the magnifying impact of trade 

costss on the size of the long-run terms of trade change [equation (4.44)].37 

Fromm equations (4.42), (4.43) and (4.45), the consumption differential is 

^.d^.d 296 + 1 rdF 9 + 1 rdF (4 4 6) 
CC = 2{9-l)8 + l C0 ~ 0 Co ' 

where,, again, the inequality follows from r > 0 (which implies «5 > \). Thus, for positive 

tradee costs, the consumption differential is larger than the value reported by Obstfeld 

andd Rogoff (1995). The reason is that the home bias induces the additional consumption 

causedd by a wealth transfer to be mainly spent on Home goods. Thus, any additional 

Homee consumption benefits Foreign producers only to a limited extent and therefore does 

nott generate income abroad to the same extent as when the additional consumption were 

equallyy divided over Home and Foreign goods. 

4.55 Money shocks 

Thiss section focuses on monetary shocks, because the role of nominal rigidities is best 

illustratedd in the case of monetary shocks and it is this kind of disturbance that flexible-

pricee models are least well-equipped to handle. See Lane (2001). I wi lUaket i ie case of 

ann unanticipated permanent increase in the Home money supply, i.e. M = M. 

4.5.11 Long-run impact 

Onee implication for monetary policy follows directly from the previous subsection. As 

wil ll  be seen below, an expansion of the Home money supply induces a short-run de-

preciationn of the Home currency and a short-run current account surplus for the Home 

country,, which is balanced by a net transfer of financial assets from Foreign to Home. 

Thee accumulation of net foreign assets implies that, in the long run, Home residents 

cann afford to consume more and work less. The long-run terms of trade improve (this 

iss required to achieve long-run equilibrium on the current account), which reinforces the 

possibilityy for Home residents to consume more. Thus, equation (4.46) implies that a 

moneyy supply shock, via the wealth effect, has an upward effect on the long-run con-

sumptionn differential. In other words, money can have real effects in the long-run via the 

a7Thiss can be seen by noting that (f)d - f is increasing in Ö (and thus increasing in r). 
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intertemporall  consumption smoothing channel (Obstfeld and Rogoff. 1996. p. 680).38 

Internationall  trade costs imply that monetary policy becomes more effective with 

respectt to the international consumption differential. The intuition is as follows. First, 

positivee costs of international trade imply that a money impulse leads to a larger accu-

mulationn of net foreign assets. Trade costs cause a home bias in consumption, making 

thee general price level less sensitive to the exchange rate [see equation (4.38)]. There-

fore,, a larger short-run exchange rate depreciation is required to reach equilibrium in the 

moneyy market. The larger short-run exchange rate depreciation induces a larger current 

accountt surplus, i.e. more net foreign assets are accumulated.39 The additional inter-

estt income on net foreign assets facilitates a larger long-run consumption differential. 

Secondly,, the home bias implies that the additional Home consumption caused by the 

wealthh transfer is mainly spent on Home goods (i.e. there is a smaller 'import leak'). 

Thiss widens the consumption differential further. Thus, the presence of trade costs rein-

forcess the transmission from money to consumption via the accumulation of net foreign 

assetss and via the terms of trade.40 

Next,, we turn to the international price differential. Combining the steady-state 
versionn of equation (4.33) with equation (4.46) yields: 

PP--MM-W^WTÏV;*-W^WTÏV;* MM - — ë - (4-47) 

where,, again, the inequality follows from r > 0 (which implies S > §). The wealth 

redistributionn effect which causes money to affect long-run real consumption differentials, 

alsoo implies that the long-run price differential changes less than proportionately to a 
^d^d -—-d J 

permanentt money shock: P < M 

Thee presence of positive trade costs reduces the influence of monetary policy on the 

internationall  price differential.41 The intuition is as follows. A monetary impulse affects 

'18Thee long-run effect of money on consumption should not be overstated. It is in the order of 
magnitudee of the real interest rate, which is explained by the fact that it derives from the yield on net 
foreignn assets accumulated in the short run. 

'59Thee larger short-run exchange rate depreciation induced by a higher value of 6 leads to a larger 
outputt differential, even though a higher S also reduces_thejmpact of the exchange rate on output. The 
short-runn current account balance can be written as: dF/C0 = Yd - AId. showing that a larger output 
differentiall  implies a larger short-run surplus on the current account. 

""Technically,, the first effect is that the value of dF/C0 in equation (4.46) is increasing in é [as will be 
shownn in equation (4.50) below], whereas the second effect is that the coefficient of dF/C0 in equation 
(4.46)) is increasing in 6. 

44technically,technically, this is the flip-side of the higher effectiveness of money with respect to consumption. 

Long-termm equilibrium in the money market requires that a permanent increase in the money supply is 
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pricess via wages and via the exchange rate.42 Trade costs imply that more net foreign 

assetss are accumulated after a Home money expansion (see above). The larger accumu-

lationn of net foreign assets implies a larger net demand for Foreign-produced products. 

Thee larger net demand for Foreign products means that a larger improvement in the 

Homee terms of trade is required, which is achieved via a smaller long-run depreciation of 

thee Home currency [see equation (4.44)]. Thus, trade costs reduce the impact of a Home 

moneyy shock on the exchange rate. Therefore, trade costs also reduce the effectiveness 

off  a money shock with respect to the international price differential. 

Wee have seen that positive costs of international trade enhance the effectiveness of 

monetaryy policy with respect to consumption and reduces the effectiveness of monetary 

policyy with respect to the general price level. It follows that in an environment of 

decliningdeclining costs of international trade, monetary policy becomes less effective with respect 

too consumption, but more effective with respect to the general price level. 

Tradee costs do not affect the long-run value of world aggregates (see Appendix F).43 

Ass with zero trade costs, money is neutral at the world level in the long run. World 

moneyy shocks wil l translate one-for-one into price increases at the world level. 

4.5.22 Short-run impact 

Next,, turn to the short run. Recall that I consider the impact of an unanticipated 

permanentt shock to the Home money supply. 

Inn the short run, wages cannot adjust to money shocks. As a result, monetary policy 

iss able to affect output and consumption. As shown in Appendix F, trade costs do not 

affectt the short-run change in world aggregates. 

Thee reduced-form solutions for international differences are: 

fullyy reflected in an increase in the nominal value of consumption. In other words, equilibrium requires 

thatt a money shock is distributed over real consumption and prices. Trade costs make monetary 

policyy more effective with respect to international consumption (see above). Therefore, positive costs 

off  international trade must reduce the effectiveness of monetary policy with respect to the general price 

level.. . . . c a 
42Fromm equations (4.31) and (4.38), the international price differential is a weighted average ot the 

internationall  wage differential and the change in the exchange rate: P = aW + (1 - a)X, where 
aa = 2 6 - 1. .. , . 

43Thiss does not imply that trade costs only have distributive effects in this model. Recall that in 
thiss section, I consider small changes in variables. From equation (4.28), trade costs do have a negative 
impactt on the equilibrium value of consumption. 
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YYdd - [1 l 2 ^ - 1 ) ifr * 

££dd = r(2S9-l)(2Se+l) ~d 

[26(9-l)[26(9-l) + l][2  +f(260+1)] ' (4-49) 

Itt is easy to show that Yd > Cd. The intuition is that output becomes demand-

determinedd when wages are rigid. Under monopolistic competition, prices are set above 

thee marginal cost of production. Therefore, at the margin, it is profitable for firms to 

accommodatee additional demand by producing more output.44 As we shall see below, 

aa ^monetary expansion in the home country causes a depreciation of the home currency 

(X(X > 0). This induces net foreign demand for Home goods (Yd > Cd). Both Yd and 

CCdd are increasing in 6, i.e. the output differential and consumption differential increase 

inn trade costs. The intuition is as follows. First, we have already seen that the long-

runn consumption differential is increasing in trade costs. Intertemporal consumption 

smoothingg implies that the short-run consumption differential must also be increasing 

inn trade costs. Secondly, a larger short-run exchange rate depreciation is required to 

achievee money market equilibrium. The larger exchange-rate depreciation leads to a 

largerr net foreign demand for Home goods, i.e. the net foreign demand for Home goods 

iss also increasing in trade costs. If the short-run consumption differential and the net 

foreignn demand for Home goods are both increasing in trade costs, this must also be the 

casee for the output differential. 

Thee short-run current account (which equals the change in net foreign assets) has 
thee following reduced form (see Appendix F): 

dFdF _ 269- 1 —d 

CCQQ ~ 2 + f(266 + l)M  (4-5°) 

Ann expansion of the Home money supply leads to a short-run surplus on the Home 

currentt account.45 The larger the trade costs (r), the larger 6, the larger the short-

runn current account surplus [the coefficient of Md on the right-hand side of equation 

(4.50)) is increasing in 6}. The intuition is that the larger the home bias in consumption, 

thee larger the short-run exchange rate depreciation required to reach equilibrium in the 

moneyy market (as the price differential become less responsive to the exchange rate). 

4 4A HH stated, this is only true at the margin, i.e. for small increases in demand. See Blanchard and 
Kiyotakii  (1987). 

45Inn the^spccial case 6 = \ (no trading costs, hence no home bias), the expression reduces to if- = 

2+^("iV^) A/rf -- as found by Obstfeld-Rogoff (1995). 
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Thee larger exchange rate depreciation induces a larger current account surplus. Observe 

thatt the current account effect is larger, despite the fact that trade flows are depressed 

byy the presence of trade costs. 

4.5.33 Exchange rate dynamics 

Thee exchange rate plays a substantial role in this model. The reason is that the as-

sumptionss of short-run nominal wage rigidity and a constant mark-up directly imply 

thatt short-run relative prices (Pd) can only change due to exchange-rate movements. As 

pointedd out before, the impact of a given exchange rate movement on the price differential 

iss smaller, the larger the home bias. 

Thee long-run solution for the exchange rate is: 

^^ ^d 6 ,rdF ^=f 1 + OfdF 
XX =  M - ^ + ll-6)[2(0-l)6 + ï] ]^;<M ~ 9 Co' 

wheree the expression on the right-hand side of the inequality is the solution in the absence 

off  trade costs (r = 0 =>  6 = \) and the inequality itself follows from the presence of 

positivee trade costs (r > 0 =* ê > | ) . Thus, the home bias in consumption reduces the 

impactt of money shocks on the long-run value of the exchange rate. The reduced-form 

solutionn is 

ff i (2(1 ]f) i ^ ^L i i r . (4.5D 
XX = 2 + f{26B+l) I ( + } (1 - WW - 1) + 1] J 

Itt is straightforward to show that the Home currency wil l show a long-run depreciation 

inn response to a money shock, unless 6 is sufficiently large, that is unless trade costs are 

abovee a certain level (see below). 
Thee short-run solution for the exchange rate is 

11 ƒ  +  (4-52) 
XX ~ 2 + r{260 + 1) 11 - 6 26(0 - 1) + 1 J 

I tt is easy to show that exchange rate overshooting occurs in this model (i.e. X < X: 

seee Appendix H). Theoretical explanations for the empirical observation that exchange 

ratee movements are much more volatile than goods prices go back to Dornbusch (1976). 

Hee presents an IS-LM model with sticky prices and rational expectations. The intuition 

behindd his exchange rate overshooting result is that, under short-run price stickiness, 

ann expansion of the money supply must be followed by a decline in interest rates in 

orderr to restore equilibrium in the money market. The lower level of Home interest rates 

impliess that, under rational expectations, agents must expect an appreciation of the 
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domesticc currency. However, long-run equilibrium requires a net depreciation. This can 

onlyy happen if the exchange rate overshoots in the short run. The basic Obstfeld and 

Rogofff  (1995) model with tradables only has no exchange rate overshooting, but several 

extensionss of this model do. As in Dornbusch's paper, the overshooting result in the 

Neww Open Macro-economics literature depends on the assumption that goods prices (or 

wages)) adjust slowly relative to financial asset prices. In Hau (2000) and chapter 5 of this 

thesis,, overshooting is caused by the presence of non-tradables. Given wage stickiness 

andd a constant mark-up, the price of Home and Foreign non-tradables cannot adjust in 

thee short run. Thus, the adjustment of Home and Foreign general price levels depends on 

exchangee rate changes and money market equilibrium requires a relatively large short-

runn adjustment of the nominal exchange rate. In these papers, exchange rate volatility is 

inverselyy related to openness (the share of tradables). The present model contains only 

tradablee goods, as in Warnock (1999). There, a bias in consumer preferences causes a 

homee bias in consumer spending. Here, a home bias in consumer spending is caused by 

thee presence of trade costs. The intuition behind the overshooting in this chapter and 

Warnockk (1999) is similar to Hau (2000) and chapter 5: output prices cannot adjust 

inn the short run, so the relative price level can only change due to short-run exchange 

ratee changes. A larger home bias in spending (caused by either asymmetric preferences 

orr trade costs) implies that a relatively small share of goods are affected by exchange 

ratee movements. Thus, a larger short-run exchange rate movement is required to attain 

short-runn money market equilibrium. 

Whenn the costs associated with international trade are substantial, short-run ex-

changee rate movements in response to monetary shocks can become extremely large. 

Thus,, the presence of international trade costs can explain large short-run exchange rate 

volatility .. In fact, when trade costs are sufficiently large (<5 -  1), the short-run de-

preciationn of the Home currency in response to a Home moneyjshock becomes so large 

(X(X » 0) that a long-run appreciation of the Home currency 0t < 0) is required in or-

derr to achieve general equilibrium. Thus, the impact of money on the long-run exchange 

ratee is ambiguous in general.46 Table 2 illustrates these characteristics numerically. 

46Moree precisely, given 6 and r, there is a unique admissible value of r for which df/dlfd = 0 For 

lowerr trading costs, the Homejurrency shows a long-run depreciation in response to an increase in the 

Homee money supply (dX/dM > fj). For higher trading costs, the Homejcurrencv shows a long-run 

appreciationn in response to an increase in the Home money supply (dlildjf < 0). See Appendix G 

forr an informal proof. 
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Tablee 2: Exchange rat e response t o a 1% Home money shock, under  posit ive 

costss t o international trad e 

66 = 3: 

6>> = 5 : 

0=0= 10: 

00 = 20: 

tradee cost 

r r 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

70% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

70% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

short-run n 

XRR response 

X X 

1.00% % 

1.22% % 

2.32% % 

5.54% % 

1.0% % 

1.6% % 

7.4% % 

53.5% % 

1.1% % 

3.3% % 

>100% % 

1.3% % 

21.9% % 

>100% % 

long-run n 
XRR response 

0.96% % 

0.95% % 

0.90% % 

0.79% % 

0.9% % 

0.9% % 

0.7% % 

-0.7% % 

0.8% % 

0.7% % 

-5.0% % 

0.7% % 

-0.0% % 

<-100% % 

Inn all the results in Table 2, I have assumed f = 3% and dM = 1%. As can be seen 

inn the Table, the exchange rate response to an increase in the Home money supply is 

quitee sensitive to the elasticity of substitution (0) and the costs of international trade 

(T) .. Let us take the costs of international trade to be 20% of the value of traded goods. 

Then,, if we regard 9 = 5 as plausible, a one percent increase in the Home money supply 

wil ll  lead to a 0.9% increase in the long-run exchange rate. Short-run exchange rate 

overshootingg wil l occur, but only to a limited degree: the short run exchange rate wil l 
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increasee by 1.6%. If we regard 9 = 20 to be more plausible, a one percent increase in the 

Homee money supply wil l have a negative, but almost negligible impact on the long-run 

valuee of the exchange rate. However, the short-run exchange rate wil l increase by over 

20%.. Table 2 also shows that a long-run depreciation of the Home currency (È > 0) is 

farr more plausible than a long-run appreciation (X < 0). 

Whenn the costs associated with international trade are substantial, short-run ex-

changee rate movements in response to monetary shocks can become extremely large. 

Thus,, the presence of costs to international trade and imperfect competition can explain 

quitee high short-run exchange rate volatility in response to money shocks. 

4.66 Conclusion 

Thiss chapter has studied the consequences of the remaining barriers to cross-border 

competition.. This shed some light on the implications of Europe's single market for 

thee home bias in consumption and for the effectiveness of the ECB's monetary policy. 

Thee analysis is conducted in the context of the Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) framework, 

whichh allows for imperfect competition and nominal rigidities. I explicitly incorporate 

'transportationn costs' for trade between two countries into the model. The introduction of 

costss for international trade implies that the model deviates from the standard Obstfeld 

andd Rogoff (1995) model. This has several implications. First, the law of one price need 

nott hold. Second, trade costs lead to an endogenous home bias in consumer spending. 

Thiss approach leads to the following results. First, for realistic values of the price-

elasticityy parameter, small trade costs lead to a substantial home bias in consumption. 

Thiss result is in line with the more general finding in the literature that even small 

transactionn costs can have significant economic effects. The policy implication is that a 

smalll  reduction in trade costs, such as in the context of the Single Market programme, 

mayy have substantial effects. 

Second,, the presence of international trade costs in the goods market can explain 

largee short-run exchange rate volatility. The intuition is as follows. As a result of short-

runn rigidities, the short-run relative price level can only adjust when the exchange rate 

changes.. Costs of international trade lead to a home bias in spending, which implies that 

onlyy a relatively small share of goods is affected by the exchange rate. As a result, large 

short-runn exchange rate movements may be required to attain short-run money market 

equilibrium. . 

Third,, the Single Market initiative may have important consequences for the trans-

missionn of ECB monetary policy. More specifically, it causes monetary policy to become 
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lessless powerful in terms of stabilising consumption, but more effective in terms of influ-

encingg the general price level. The intuition behind this result is that the presence of 

positivee costs of international trade lead to a home bias in spending, which reinforces 

thee transmission from money to consumption via the accumulation of net foreign assets 

andd the terms of trade. Therefore, a decline in the costs of international trade reduces 

thee effectiveness of monetary policy with respect to consumption. The effectiveness of 

monetaryy policy with respect to the general price level is the flip-side of its effectiveness 

withh respect to consumption (this follows from the long-run money market equilibrium 

conditions).. Therefore, a decline in the costs of international trade implies that monetary 

policyy becomes more effective with respect to the general price level. 
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Appendices s 

AA First-order  conditions for  households 

Thee representative household maximises life-time utilit y (4.1), subject to the period 

budgett constraint (4.5). The Lagrangian function is: 

££tt = £ / ^ l o g C s + ^og(^)- ]̂  + 

+\+\ SS[P[PSSFFSS + Ms - Ps{\ + r ^ F  ̂ - M  ̂ - WaLa - II 8 + 

+P+PSSCCSS + PSTS\. 

Thee first-order conditions are 

d£d£tt , 1 
BC.BC. = ^ + ^ . = o . 

d£d£tt t x 
==  0" TT + ^s — ^s+l = 0, dMdMaa ' M 

d£t d£t 

dLdLx x 
QQSS--11KLKLSS-\-\SSWWSŜ ^, ^^, 

d£d£t t 

-QpT-QpT = \sPs-\s+iPs+i(l+r s) = 0. 

Combiningg these conditions, eliminating A and using equations (4.4) and (4.7) yields 

equationss (4.9)-(4.11) in the main text. 

Thee transversality condition 

limm Rt,+T (Ft+T + *£n) = 0, 

with h 

Rt,tRt,t++ T=T= f n ( l + r a - i ) - M 

guaranteess that the marginal present value of an additional unit of bond and money 

holdingss at the end of the decision horizon is zero.47 

47Seee Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996. pp. 63-66 and 665-666) and Blanchard and Fischer (1989 pp 
40-44). . 
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BB First-order conditions for firms 

Thee representative firm sets the prices of its products so as to maximise profits 

M a i { p ( , ) / ( 2 ) }}  Il(z) = p(z)c(z) + Xp*(z)c*(z) - Wl{z). 

Substitutingg the goods market clearing condition (4.13) and the production function 

(4.12)) into the profit function yields 

WW W , „,  , 
U(z)U(z) = \p(z) - -}c(z) + [Xp*{z) - ^ — ^ (*) 

I tt is assumed that the firm takes aggregate demand as given. Thus: 

dCdC dC* 

ddPP(z)(z) dP*(z) 
== 0. 

I tt is also assumed that Home prices do not affect Foreign demand and vice versa (that 

is:: unless the price difference creates room for arbitrage, but it wil l turn out that it is 

optimall  for firms to set local prices so that there is no room for arbitrage [assuming that 

alll  other agents face trade costs which are at least as large as those faced by firms]). 

Thus: : 

dc(z)dc(z) _ dc*(z) _ 

dp*(z)dp*(z) dp{z) 

Then,, the first-order conditions are 

dU{z)dU{z) r , , W dc(z) 
— L J LL = \p(z) ———+ c(z) = 0, 

dU(z)dU(z) W dc*{z) 

dp^)dp^) = [Xp{z)-^^) ]^)+C{z)-°' 
I tt follows from the goods demand function (4.8) and its foreign counterpart that 

dc{z)dc{z) = Qc{z) 

dp{z)dp{z) p(zY 

dc*{z)dc*{z) = Qc*{z) 

dp*{z)dp*{z) p*{zY 

soo that the first-order conditions for the representative Home firm can be simplified to 

thee conditions (4.15)-(4.16) in the main text. 
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CC Steady-stat e consumption 

Equationn (4.26) can be derived as follows. In the steady-state the individual household's 
budgett constraint (4.5) reduces to: 

PFPF + M = P(l + r)F + M + WL + U-PC - PT. 

Eliminatee common terms, divide both sides by ~P and note that the government 
budgett must be balanced in steady state. Then: 

-- W- ÏÏ -
CC - = L + = =fF, 

PP P' 

i.e.. domestic spending minus domestic income equals interest earned on net foreign 
assets.. By definition 

nn = j'\{z)dz =  2\p(z)c(z)+Xp*(z)c*(z)-Wl(z)}dz = 
JoJo Jo 

== £[p(z)c(z) + Xx^
Z}T)c

m(z) - Wl{z)]dz = 

== / {p{zMz) + - c*{z)\-Wl{z))dz = 
JoJo  L — T 

==  [2\p(z)y(z)-Wl(z)]dz = 
Jo Jo 

==  ppy-WL, 

wheree the final equality follows from symmetry among Home country producers. 

Thee goods price paid by Home country consumers is a weighted average of the price 

receivedd by Home country producers and the price of imported goods. 

Substitutingg the definition of profits into the equation above implies 

-- - T-
CC = fF + ^ Y. 

P P 

Thee corresponding condition for the Foreign country is 

c*c*  = rr  + ®V . 
P P 

Usingg world real interest equality (4.25) and the fact that world net foreign assets must 

bee zero (i.e. F + F* = 0), the latter equation can be rewritten as 

C*C* =-rT + 2=¥-Y*. 
P P 
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DD Determinacy of the initial steady state 

Thee following ten equations hold at the level of individual countries: (4.4), (4.7), (4.9), 

(4.10),, (4.11), (4.13), (4.14), (4.15), (4.21), (4.26). In the steady state, using the as-

sumptionn of symmetry among producers in each country, the equations for the Home 

countryy are: 

11 - r p p 

i i 

r r 

M M 

L L 

Y Y 

ÏÏ ÏÏ 

PP9 9 

I I 

C C 

= = 

== 1 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

'\rr+\ '\rr+\ 

/33 ' 

H^y H^y 
1W1W 1 
KTCKTC1 1 

W°< W°< 
F^YF^Y -WL, 
// e \ w 
\e-i)\e-i) a ' 

IF , , 
a a 
-- Pp-

fFfF + =Y. 
P P 

c c 

Therefore,, we have a total of (2x10 =) 20 equations. The abovejsystemof equations 

containss 21 endogenous variables: ten for the Home coun t r y Ŷ . ^C .P, F*,W, L, n, 

F,F, r, I ten for the Foreign country: F Y C * , P\ (PPY, W\ L*, i f , F*, r\ 7 and one 

variablee that relates to both countries: X . 

Ass in Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995), the model is closed by imposing the starting 

conditionn of zero net foreign assets: 

Fnn = 0. 

EE Determinacy of the loglinearised model 

Inn this Appendix, I wil l first consider the long-run. Thereafter, I wil l consider the 

equationss for the short-run and the equations which relate both periods to each other. 
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Inn the long-run, the level of the net foreign assets T is predetermined. There are 
sevenn equations for the Home country: (4.30), (4.31), (4.33), (4.34), (4.35), (4.37) and 
thee linearised version of the current account equilibrium condition (4.26). Similarly, 
theree are seven corresponding equations for the Foreign country. Denoting long-run 
steadyy state changes by hatted overbars, the equations for the Home country are: 

'}}  = 

M M 

P P 

Y Y 

L L 

L L 

-P -P 

f f 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

W, W, 

<{-<{--6[P -6[P 

6C+(1-6C+(1-

WW -
Y, Y, 

c, , 
6P 6P 

-- P -

++ (1 

-P]-P]  + 

-- 6)0* -

ê, , 

- 6 ) [ f f 

C}C} + (1 

-e(p-e(ppp--

+(p'n +(p'n 

-- SH-

OP-OP-

-e[f-e[f - x 

(i-ó)[p* (i-ó)[p* 

-?]-?]  + 

++ *]} , 

CC = f=-+W -P + Y. 

Thee above system consists of 14 equations. One of the equations also follows di-
rectlyy from combining other equatons in the system (this is seen most easily by writing 
thee system in terms of world aggregates and country differences). Thus, there are 13 
independentt equations. 

^^ Jj ̂  ] ° n g r u n' t h e re a re 13 endogenous variables: six for the Home country: F, S, 
P,P, P , W, Z, six for^the Foreign country: f \ d\ f \ (P)*, W. Z and one that relates 
too both countries: X. Thus, the subsystem of long-run equations is exactly determined. 

Next,, turn to the short run. The short-run nominal wage rate is fixed. There are 
fourr equations for Home: (4.30), (4.31), (4.35), (4.37) and four corresponding equations 
forr Foreign. Denoting short-run changes by hatted variables (no overbars), the short-run 
equationss for Home are 

PPpp = 0, 

LL = y, 

PP = öpp + (i _ 6)[X + (Pp)*}  = 

== (1-8)X, 

YY = 6{-0[fr-P]  + c} + (l-6){-8[P>-X-F']  + d*} = 

==  6C + {1-6)6* + 296(1 -6)X. 

Threee equations for each country relate the short run to the long run: (4.32), (4.33) and 
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thee linearised version of the current account definition dF = (F fP)Y -C: 

d-dd-d = (i-/3)f, 

M-PM-P = C-Pr-^^P-P), 

dFdF -
Z=-Z=- = Y-C-P. 
CC0 0 

Thee above system consists of (2x4+2x3=) 14 equations. One of the equations can be 

derivedd from combining other equatons in the system (this is seen most easily by writing 

thee system in terms of world aggregates and country differences). Thus, again, there 

aree 13 independent equations. There are 13 endogenous variables: five for the Home 

country:: Y\ C, P, Pp, L, five for the Foreign country: Y\ C*, P\ (Pp)* , L* and three 

variabless that relate to both countries: X , f and dF. Thus, the subsystem of short-run 

equationss is exactly determined. 

FF Solution of the loglinearised model 

F.ll  Country differences and world aggregates 

Itt is straightforward to rewrite the equations of the loglinearised model in terms of 

differencess between Home and Foreign variables and in terms of world aggregates. Define: 

xxdd = x - x* andxM = ^(x + i*) , for any variable x. 

Thee long-run equations can be rewritten as six independent equations in world ag-

gregates: : 

YY = L , 

(P(P )w = W , 

M-PM-P = C , 
 ~*~~w ~~~w "* "  w 

LL = W -P -C , 

pp = (p r , 
YY = C , 

andd seven independent equations in country differences: 
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-d -d 

Y Y 

(Pf (Pf 
-—dd ^d 

MM -P 
~d d 

L L 
^d ^d 

P P 
~d d 

Y Y 
-d -d 

c c 

= = 

— — 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

- d d 

— d d 

- d d 

cc . 
^~d^~d - .d - d 

WW - P -C , 

{25-l)(F) r ff + 2( l -^)X , 

-6{f)-6{f)dd + 8(2f)- l)fd + 26(1-

2r= rr  + (P )d -F - + y . 
Co o 

-- <5)5 + (26 --1)C C 

Notee that dF is predetermined (in the short run. as wil l be seen below): the short-

runn trade balance determines the transfer of net foreign assets (dF) which, combined 

withh the requirement that the long-run current, account must be balanced, determines 

thee long-run trade balance. Thus, there are 13 independent equations in 13 endogenous 

variables:: Y , C , P , (P )«\ W , L , Y , C , P . (P )d,W . 1 , X . 

Next,, turn to the short run and recall that nominal wages are fixed in the short 

run.. The short-run equations (and the equations relating the short and long run) can 

bee rewritten as six independent equations in world aggregates: 

YYu:u: = Lw, 

(p(ppprr  = o, 
(py(pyvv = o, 

S,"-CU '' = ( l-/?)r, 

MMww-P-Pww = Cw-jr  !L-(pw_pw^ 
11 — p 

andd seven independent equations in terms of country differences: 

YYdd = Ld, 

(P(PPP))dd = 0, 

PPdd = 2(1 -6)X. 
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YYdd = 46(l-6)6X + (26-l)Cd, 

CC -Cd = o, 

M'-P*M'-P*  = Cd - j ^ i f *  - Pd), 

22dF_dF_ = Yd-Cd + {Pp)d-Pd. 
Co Co 

Notee that f and t are determined in the longjrunjsee jibove). Thus. the reare 3̂ 

independentt equations in 13 endogenous variables: Yu\ Cu\ Pw, (Pp) " \ Lw, Y , C , P , 

(Pp ) d ,, Ld, X, dF, r. 

F.22 Long-run and short-run solution for shocks 

Noww solve the model for a permanent money shock in the Home country {M = M). The 

solutionn of the model is given below. The results are discussed in the main text. 

II  first solve the long-run part of thee model. This yields the following long-run solution 

forr world aggregates: 

YY = C =L = 0. 

pp = (P )"' = W = M 

Thee long-run solution for country differences is: 

YY = 

~d ~d 

cc = 
PP )d '-

PP = 

^.^.dd rdF 

206206 + 1 rdF 
2(Ö-1)<55 + 1 C0 

^d^d ^d fdF 
==  W = M - - = - , 

Co Co 
—dd 266 + 1 

== M -7  ̂ TfT~ 

TdF TdF 
>>  C0 

fdF fdF 

2 ( 0 - 1 ) 6 +11 Co 

Thee long-run solution for the exchange rate and the terms of trade is: 

XX = M -\l+ (i - 8)[2{$ - 1)6 + I] 1 Co ' 

  ̂ 6 fdF 

((pp ) ~X = (l-6)[2{B-l)6 + l}T^' 
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Next,, solve the short-run part of the model. Recall that nominal wages are fixed in 

thee short run. This yields the following short-run solution for world aggregates: 

YYww = Cw = Lw, 
pu,pu, = ^pPy = Q 

CCww = (l-0)Mw + 0C + 0P . 

Thee short-run solution for country differences is: 

YYdd = Ld = 268(1- 0)Md+(-268 + 2680 + 26-\0 + 26801? 
ss ~d 

CCdd = C , 

(p(pppyy = o, 

PPdd = (1 - 0)Md - (1 - 30 + 01 

Thee short-run change in the interest rate and the short-run current account balance * are: : 

—  —w [j n w 
rr  - ~MW + C — P , 

i.. fJ 

d~Fd~F 1 r _ d̂ 

= -- = - (2&? - l ) ( l - / ^ ) A f d + (-260 + 2690 + 26-l-0)C +(268- 1)0 

Thee short-run change in the exchange rate is: 

**  = ^jzrj]  {( i - /?)A/d - (i - p0 + 0Vd\. 

Thee short-run terms of trade are equal to minus the exchange rate: 

(pP)(pP)dd -X = -X. 

F.33 Reduced-form solution for main variables 

Thee long-run and the short-run equations can be combined, in order to obtain the closed 

formm solutionof the^model. Recall that I consider the special case of a permanent money 

shock,, i.e. M = M. The long-run variables that appear in the short-run solution (C 

andd P) are combined with the short-run variable that appears in the long-run solution 

(dF/Co).(dF/Co). Also, 0 has been eliminated from the equations by recalling that r = ^ . 
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Thiss yields: 

dF_dF_ = 269 - 1 - d 

Coo 2 + 7(1 + 269) ' 

^^ _ r{269-l){266 + l) -gd 
CC ~ [26(9-l) + l\{2 + r{\  + 269)\ ' 

-d-d r(l-6)(269 + l)] 2 ^ 
PP = fl + LL 2(5(6» - 1 ) + 1 J2 + r ( l + 2 6 0) 

CC = 0, 
'-"I DD ..—-

PP = Mx 

Substitutingg the expressions for C and P into the earlier equation tor r yields a 

simplifiedd expression for the short-run change in the world interest rate: 

f = - ( ll  + =)Mu ' . 
T T 

—— ^LU>  ^-d -~-w ^_d . 

Substitutingg the results for g , C ,C ,P ,P into the equations that were obtained 

earlierr for output, consumption a°nd the general price level yields reduced-form solutions 

forr those variables. The long-run solution for world aggregates was already obtained 

above: : 

YY = C = L = 0, 

PP = (P ) w = W =M . 

Thee long-run solution for country differences is: 

^^ _ r ( 2 W - l ) ( 2W + l ) ~{d 
CC " [ 2 5 ( 0 - l) + l ] [ 2+F( l + 2£0)] ' 

FF ~ [ 26(9-1) +1 l2 + f(l + 269) 

Thee signs of the long-run response coefficients can be determined: 

dYdY - o ^ - - o ^ > o 
- — ww — O, -—-w — u '  -—-w -^  u ' 

~d~d ^.d ^_d 

dMM rfM ^M 
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Thee long-run solution for the exchange rate and the terms of trade are: 

TT - 1 L„  , -\ 76(266-1) ) — d 
XX - 2 -+ r ( 2 ^ + l ) t 2 ( 1 + r ) - ( l - t f ) [ ^ ( g - l ) + l ]-) J t f -

f5ff  = f-(Py-f = ré(2^-_l) ^ 
( l - ó ) [ 2 ó ( 0 - l )) + l][ 2 + r ( l + 2 « 0 )P

Next,, turn to the short-run solution. The short-run reduced-form solution for world 
aggregatess is: 

YYww = Cw = LW = Mu'. 

Thee short-run solution for country differences is: 

9d9d = 2(266-1) ^ 
11 2 + f(i + 26ey ' 

d<id<i  = r ( 2 £ 0 - l ) ( 2M + l ) ^ d 

' [2<S(0-l)-r l ] [22 + r(l + 200)] ' 

LL 2̂ (<9 - 1) + 1 J2 + f ( l + 2 ^)

Thee signs of the short-run response coefficients can easily be determined 

d?»d?» dCw
 n dPw 

dMdMww dMw dMw 

dYdYdd
 n dCd

 n dPd 

dMdMdd d\ld dMd 

Tli ee short-run solution for the exchange rate and the terms of trade are: 

xx = I !j_ + _H2se + i) \~d 
22 + f (266 + 1) \ 1 - 6 26(6 - 1) + 1 ƒ * 

forfor = pp- (ppy -x = -x. 

GG Exchange rat e dynamics 

Lemma::  Given values for 0 and r, there is a unique admissible value of r (say r*)  for 

whichh dX/dM = 0. For trade costs lower than r* . the Home currency shows a long-run 

depreciationn in response to an increase in the Home money supply (dX/dM > 0). For 

tradee costs higher than r\ the Home currency shows a long-run appreciation in response 

too an increase in the Home money supply (dX/dM < 0). 
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'P roo f ::  The reduced-form solution of the long-run exchange rate is: 

XX = 
2+f(l2+f(l  + 266) 

22 + r 
Ó{2è8-Ó{2è8- 1) 

M M 
'' ( l - 6 ) [ 2 ( 0 - 1 )6 + 1]. 

Settingg the response coefficient equal to zero yields two possible solutions: 

4(00 - l ) ( l + r) - 2 - r  Vrööi 
88 = 4 [ 2 ( 0 - l ) ( l + f )) + r0] 

where e 

rootroot = (1602 + 80 - 7}r2 + (3202 - 80 - 4)r + 1602 - 160 + 4. 

Onee of these solutions involves a value <§ < |, which would imply negative trade costs: 

A{9A{9 - \){l  +r)  - 2 -r - s/r~o~o~t 4 ( f l - l ) ( l + r) = 1 
6==6==  4 [2 (0 - l )<l + r) + r0] 4[2(0 - 1)(1 + r)l 2' 

Therefore,, only one admissible solution for ë remains: 

4(00 - 1)(1 + r) - 2 - F + y^oö* 
(55 = 4 [ 2 ( 0 - l ) ( ll  + r) + r0] 

Next,, note that df/dïf > 0 for 6 = . whereas dX/dM < 0 for^ -+ 1. Therefore, 

theree must be a unique value of 6 (0 < 6 < \) for which d X / dM = 0. Next, recall 

thatt for given 0, there is a one-to-one positive relationship between 6 and r. The lemma 

followss immediately. 

HH Exchange-rate overshooting 

Thee long-run and short-run money demand equations are: 

-—-dd ^.d ^.d 

MM -P = C , 

MMdd-P-Pdd = Cd- . 

Subtractt and note that C*  = Cd (Appendix F) and that, in the case of permanent money 
dd ^ 

shocks,, M = Md. Then: 

RR ^d ^ 
WW  y lp _ pd\ 

——dd -A 

PP - Pd = ~ 
00 —d ~J 

JL^ipJL^ip -pd) 
1 - /TT ' 
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I tt follows directly that the long-run price differential must equal the short-run price 
differential: : 

PP = Pd. 

Recalll  that 

ff = (2S-l)(f)d + 2(l-6)f, 

PPdd = 2(1-S)X. 

I tt follows immediately that 

XX = X + — (p )d 

Inn the special case 6 = J, as in Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995), no exchange-rate overshooting 

wil ll  take place (X = X). However, since the output price differential responds positively 

too a Home money shock [di^Y/dlf > 0^ it follows that in the case of positive trade 

costss (6 > |) exchange rate overshooting (f < X) is required to ensure that the above 
—d—d _. 

equilibriumm condition P = Pd [s satisfied. 


